Prestigious Abraaj Capital Art Prize enters its third edition
Five winning artists, one guest curator and a book project all unveiled at Art Dubai
2011
Dubai, March 15 – Today sees the unveiling of the highly anticipated and
ambitious artworks of the 2011 Abraaj Capital Art Prize, the world’s only art prize to
focus on the Middle East, North Africa and South Asia (MENASA) region. Since
being granted the prize last October on the basis of their proposals, the artist
recipients – Hamra Abbas, Jananne Al-Ani, Shezad Dawood, Nadia Kaabi-Linke
and Timo Nasseri – and their guest curator Sharmini Pereira have worked tirelessly
to turn their ambitious proposals into reality.

The Abraaj Capital Art Prize, which is globally unique in that its awards are given
on the basis of proposals rather than completed works, is now in its third year.
Since its inception at Art Dubai 2009, it has quickly gained widespread recognition
given its purpose and focus on the Middle East, North African and South
Asian (MENASA) region.

Frederic Sicre, Partner, Abraaj Capital when considering the prize in relation to the
company’s business philosophy comments: “The prize is part of our dedication to
empowering potential in everything we do, even in our core business. Abraaj
supports entrepreneurs in the MENASA region of all spheres, including talented,
entrepreneurial artists who have this opportunity to break new ground, experiment
and showcase the rich artistic and cultural heritage of this extraordinarily diverse
part of the world. These young artists must be heard and their respective
messages understood and debated...its part of the answer to the social
expectations that citizens throughout the region are currently voicing”. Savita Apte,
Chair of the Selection Committee adds: “the way these dedicated artists drive their
vision from the initial idea to the completed works unveiled here at Art Dubai is
inspiring for us all.”

In each of their projects, the five artists from India, Iran, Iraq, Pakistan and Tunisia
have developed their practice in new directions, be it working in a different
medium, scale or methodology. All works respond to a particular theme that is
specific to their personal experiences rooted in the MENASA region but that also
has universal application. The completed artworks join the growing Abraaj Capital
Art Collection.
In her work Woman in Black, Pakistani born Hamra Abbas depicts the iconic
image of a fictional super-heroine in the traditional medium of stained glass. The
film Shadow Sites II by Iraqi Jananne Al-Ani is made up of images displaying an
aerial landscape that bears traces of natural and man-made activity, but becomes
abstracted as features turn invisible to the human eye. Shezad Dawood’s New
Dream Machine Project makes manifest a complex series of cultural connections
between: a three-meter high kinetic light sculpture that emits kaleidoscopic light
pulses first experimented with by painter Brion Gysin in the 1960s upon his return
to the UK from Morocco, Brian Jones from the Rolling Stones and the Master
Musicians of Jajouka. Tunisian artist Nadia Kaabi-Linke has created a breathtaking installation Flying Carpets, made of shinning metal and rubber threads. The
work hovers in space above the viewer’s heads, in the form of a bridge and
highlights the plight of hawkers who sell counterfeit goods on the streets of Venice.
Gon by Timo Nasseri is his largest and most complex work to date, formed of
metal pipes which give expression to the quantitative logic of systems that exist
across cultures and history and the inherent beauty that results from their
intersection.

Footnote to a Project* is a specially commissioned book project conceived by this
year’s guest curator, Sharmini Pereira and design studio OK-RM. Created in
collaboration with the 2011 winning artists, the 536-page soft-cover book is a
collection of images, citations and references that support and inform the creation
of the five artworks. Pereira comments; “As a publisher, when given the role of
guest curator I immediately thought about the opportunities a book project offered.

I wanted to find a way of helping people see what was involved in the creation of
the works. We often place so much emphasis on the outcome or the end product. I
was particularly keen to explore an idea that positioned the five artworks as the
outcome of several thought cycles.”

The public can see the works on display at the Madinat Jumeirah, until 19 March
as part of Art Dubai. Images are accessible online, via the new website
www.abraajcapitalartprize.com. A People’s Choice vote for the public will be onsite
at Art Dubai and online, first ten votes cast online will win a copy of Footnotes to a
Project*. A panel discussion featuring the winning recipients will be held on Friday
18 March at 15.30 (RSVP to abraajprize@artdubai.ae). Footnote to a Project* will
be available for sale at Art Books, Art Dubai on Saturday 19 March, and then
through Jashanmal bookstores across the UAE, and select outlets internationally.
-EndsNotes to Editors:
About the Abraaj Capital Art Prize
The unveiling of the 2011 ACAP marks the completion of the third edition of the prize.
Annually it rewards chosen artists from the MENASA region on the basis of a proposal
rather than completed works-of-art. The winning artists then go on to create the works.
Once completed, works become part of the Abraaj Capital Art Collection and are shown in
a variety of locations. To date the 2009 & 2010 works have been exhibited at the Museum
of Arts and Design in New York, the DIFC in Dubai and Maraya Arts Centre, Sharjah.
th
Applications for ACAP 2012 are open online for artists & curators until April 30 2011.
Announced in 2008, at US$ 1 million in disbursements, it is the world’s most generous art
prize.
About Abraaj Capital
Abraaj Capital is the biggest private equity group in the Middle East, North Africa and South
Asia (MENASA). Since its inception in 2002, it has raised close to US$ 7 billion and
distributed almost US$ 3 billion to its investors. Headquartered in Dubai, the Abraaj Group
operates eight offices in the region including in Istanbul, Cairo and Riyadh. Funds managed
by the Abraaj Group or its predecessor entities have made 36 investments in 11 countries
and achieved more than 20 exits. More than 75 world-class investment professionals work
for Abraaj Capital, which manages seven funds. Funds under management at the end of
2009 were US$ 6.6 billion and have holdings in about two dozen companies in the region.
Abraaj Capital has won many regional and international awards, including five consecutive
years as 'Middle Eastern Private Equity Firm of the Year' from London-based Private Equity
International. Abraaj Capital, a member of the Abraaj Group, is licensed by the Dubai
Financial Services Authority.

Brief biographies of the 2011 winners:
Hamra Abbas was born in Kuwait in 1976 and lives and works in Islamabad and Boston.
She was awarded the Jury Prize at the 9th Sharjah Biennial and was shortlisted for the
inaugural Jameel Prize at the Victoria and Albert Museum, London. Abbas is represented
by Green Cardamom, London and OUTLET Independent Art Space, Istanbul.
Jananne Al-Ani was born in Kirkuk, Iraq in 1966 and lives and works in London. Her work
is in collections such as Tate, London; Pompidou, Paris and the Smithsonian Institution,
Washington DC. Al-Ani's photographic work is represented by Rose Issa Projects, London.
Shezad Dawood was born in London in 1974. He received an MPhil in Fine Art
Photography from the Royal College of Art (2000-03) and a PhD from Leeds Metropolitan
University in 2008. He is represented by The Third Line, Dubai; Paradise Row, London;
Chemould Prescott Road, Mumbai; Galleria Riccardo Crespi, Milan; and Galerie Gabriel
Rolt, Amsterdam.
Nadia Kaabi-Linke was born in 1978 in Tunis to a Russian mother and Tunisian father.
She studied at the University of Fine Arts in Tunis (1999) before receiving a PhD from the
Sorbonne University in Paris (2008). Kaabi-Linke is represented by Galerie Christian Hosp,
Berlin.
Timo Nasseri was born in Berlin in 1972 to a German mother and an Iranian father, and
continues to live and work in Berlin. Nasseri is represented by galerie schleicher+lange,
Paris and Sfeir-Semler, Hamburg and Beirut.
Sharmini Pereira is director and founder of Raking Leaves, a not-for-profit independent
publisher of artists’ book projects and special editions. She lives and works in London and
Colombo.

For more information about the Abraaj Capital Art Prize please contact:
Laura Egerton
Curator, Abraaj Capital Art Prize
Abraaj Switchboard: +971 45064600
Tel: +971 50 956 4021
Email: abraajprize@artdubai.ae
On site at Art Dubai, 15 – 17 March:
Klara M. Piza, klara.piza@gmail.com
Tel: +41 765164924

Visit our new website: www.abraajcapitalartprize.com
https://twitter.com/AbraajArtPrize, #ACAP, #PeoplesChoice
http://www.facebook.com/AbraajCapitalArtPrize

